
BRIGHOUSE C v BARNSLEY B – WON 20 - 0 

5th January 2020 

Well, what a result. This was a superb performance from the Brighouse C Team, albeit strengthened 

by the availability of two pairs usually accustomed to playing in the B Team. An excellent first round 

gave us a 34 IMP advantage, but after two fairly average rounds a barnstorming final round brought 

us a magnificent 83 IMPs and caused us to question the validity of our new digital scoring system.  

There were too many highlights to mention in a short report, so this has to be very selective. 

In the first round Les & Paul made 11 tricks for 990 points on Board 5 after being doubled in 4Spades 

(11 IMPs on that board). 

The most lucrative board was Board 13, in the second round, where all North-South pairs bid 3NT. 

Our two pairs made nine and ten tricks, and the opposition pairs were restricted to only seven and 

eight tricks: 1530 points and 17 IMPs, thanks very much.  

The other three most productive boards came in the never-to-be-forgotten final round which 

yielded all positive scores.  

On Board 26, Mike & Kate made 12 tricks after being doubled in 4Spades (for 1190 points) and Keith 

& Edwina doubled their opponents’ highly-ambitious bid of 6Clubs (vulnerable) and restricted them 

to 10 tricks. That board gave us 990 points and 14 IMPs. 

On Board 29, Les & Paul were again doubled in 4Spades and were again successful in making game, 

the major contribution to 860 points and 13 IMPs on the board. 

Board 32 provided another 13 IMPs largely due to one opposition pair opting to play in 4Diamonds, 

making only 8 tricks, when on all three other tables the East-West pairs were making 10 tricks in 

4Hearts. 

Such a resounding result is not possible without all pairs playing well. So congratulations to everyone 

for a brilliant result. A final score of 111 IMPs and a 20 – 0 scoreline must surely catapult us up the 

Division 10 table to dizzy heights. 

Pair Boards 1-8 Boards 9-16 Boards 17-24 Boards 25-32 Totals 

1. Chris & Pauline  410 1850 -100 640 2800 

2. Mike & Kate 80 -1320 -160 1460 60 

3. Les & Paul 790 2270 -1030 2050 4080 

4. Keith & Edwina 500 -1790 690 600 0 

Totals 1780 1010 -600 4750 6940 
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